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Get the only official guide to the GREÂ® revised General Test that comes straight from the test

makers! If you're looking for the best, most authoritative guide to the GRE revised General Test,

you've found it! The Official Guide to the GRE revised General Test is the only GRE guide specially

created by ETS--the people who actually make the test. It's packed with everything you need to do

your best on the test--and move toward your graduate or business school degree. Only ETS can

show you exactly what to expect on the test, tell you precisely how the test is scored, and give you

hundreds of authentic test questions for practice! That makes this guide your most reliable and

accurate source for everything you need to know about the GRE revised General Test. No other

guide to the GRE revised General Test gives you: Four complete, real tests--two in the book and

two on CD-ROM Hundreds of authentic test questions--so you can study with the real thing In-depth

descriptions of the Verbal Reasoning and Quantitative Reasoning measures plus valuable tips for

answering each question type Detailed overview of the two types of Analytical Writing essay tasks

including scored sample responses and actual raters' comments Everything you need to know

about the test, straight from the test makers!
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As many other reviewers have noted, this is the only book on the market that is produced by ETS,

the company that writes and administers the GRE; however, please know that this does not mean

that buying this book is a no-brainer. Far from it. The book may be helpful to you in some respects,



but I would never recommend purchasing only it to study for the GRE. I would buy it perhaps as a

supplement to a book published by a third-party (like Barron's, the Princeton Review, Kaplan, etc) or

not at all. These third party books really are likely to serve you FAR better, as I will try to explain.

Here are the things I think you should consider as you decide whether to purchase this book:1) The

majority of the practice questions in this book are available for FREE on the ETS website. Just

check out their "Prepare for the GRE" page for pdfs.2) The POWERPREP II software (including two

practice tests) which is contained on the disc accompanying this book is also available for FREE on

the ETS website. Just check out their "Prepare for the GRE" page for a download.3) Whether you

go with the book or get it online, the POWERPREP II software is Windows/IE-compatible only.

(Ridiculous.)4) The Math Review section of this book is also available for FREE on the ETS website.

Just check out their "Prepare for the GRE" page for a download.5) Many of the other explanations

and general tips contained in the book are also included in the free online materials (I think it's

called the Practice Book) on the ETS website.6) All that said, if you prefer to work on paper rather

than on a PDF, and you don't want to print out a giant stack of pages, you may like the idea of

having ETS' materials nicely printed and bound as they are in this book.7) One nice thing about the

fact that this book was written by ETS is that you get actual old GRE questions. ETS doesn't license

its old questions, so all other books will have questions meant to closely approximate authentic GRE

questions, but which never actually appeared on a GRE exam. However, since you can get most of

these ETS-authentic practice questions for free, as I've explained, you still may not want to spend

on this book. Plus, the questions that third-parties write are, for the most part, similar enough to real

GRE questions to still be very good practice.8) The down side (and I think you should think about

this carefully) to this being written by ETS is that it, naturally, sells the "ETS-Kool-Aid" - HARD. What

I mean is that other third-parties will shoot you straight because they are not invested in promoting

the mystique of this exam. They will tell you, for example, the true fact that the GRE really measures

your ability to do well on the GRE, whereas ETS' book will claim, as ETS of course must, that the

GRE is predictive of your success in graduate school. In addition, third-party books will level with

you about how the GRE is written and how it is graded and will teach you tips, tricks, techniques,

and work-arounds for the GRE. ETS has to take itself and its exam very, very seriously, which is

likely to just scare you and stress you out. Third-parties will level with you. (See also the next

point.)9) (This is to some degree an extension of the previous point.) The Math Review that the ETS

has written (recall it is also available for free online) is very misleading in some ways. Firstly, it can

be confusingly-presented for those dusting off old, unused math skills. Third-party prep books will

serve you far better in explaining these concepts simply, although if you need help with very basic



concepts (like long division), you may want to supplement with something like Princeton Review's

Math Smart I (or maybe check out tutorials online if you want to save money). Secondly, there are

some math topics covered by ETS in their materials that you are simply very unlikely to see on the

actual GRE; seeing them in this book will just make you anxious. You do not need to master all the

math ETS gives you in this book in order to get a great score on the math portion of the GRE (after

all, you can still score in the 99th percentile of test-takers even if you get a few questions wrong on

the test). ETS will make it sound like you must know inside and out all the math they give you in this

book, but third-party books will be much more honest with you about which concepts you actually

need to master, what short-hand tips and tricks you can use, what things you may just want to

memorize outright, and what minimum understandings you can totally get by with on some of the

trickier math topics that might come up on the GRE.10) Only third-party books give you actual lists

of vocab words that are the most likely to appear on the GRE. This book does not. These lists are

very useful in studying for the GRE.Some final thoughts. No book will guarantee you an awesome

score on an exam. I suspect many poor reviews of various test-prep books on  are likely just sour

grapes. The truth, in my opinion, is that major third-party prep books are probably roughly equivalent

in getting you familiar with, giving you good tips for, and getting you some practice on GRE

questions. You have enough to worry about without stressing over which book to choose! Just pick

up one of the major third-party books and let it be your primary study guide. Get this book, if at all,

only as a supplement.

To make this review short I will just say that if you are an individual such as myself, who has

struggled with math since grade school and are now trying to learn enough math to get a humble

score on the GRE this is not the book you should be purchasing. This book assumes that you

already have a decent understanding of mathematical concepts in Geometry, Algebra, and

Statistics. For those of us who are majoring in social sciences or another non math related field this

book will feel like it is skimming through weeks worth of math concepts on every single page.I found

it to be utterly impossible to understand many of the ideas presented in the book due to the

cluttering of these concepts and marginal explanation of how they work together. I found the

Princeton Review book to be much more organized and easy to follow due to my severe math

deficiencies. The Princeton review does not attempt to teach you 3 years of math by giving you a

extremely condensed and limited version of concepts that you barely understood the first time

around. Instead its focus is on helping you simply get through the GRE. This book does not even

allow you to look at the answer choices in the practice problems as A,B,C,D,E as you would have



them on the GRE so it forces you to do the problems their way without actually providing you with

enough explanation to understand those problems in the first place. The Princeton review embraces

the idea of turning a hard algebra problem into a simple arithmetic problem by plugging in, this book

does not even mention this invaluable strategy! Nor does it let you apply it because as stated

previously, it does not provide you with A,B,C,D,E answer choices!If you are someone who has

done well in math in the past and just need a refresher for the GRE I recommend this book for you

however, if you are like myself, an individual who has struggled with math since elementary school,

avidly avoided math in college, and are now trying to pursue a graduate education in your (non math

related) field then I would highly advice you to look into both the Princeton review and the GRE for

Dummies 7th Edition books. Although not perfect they are much easier to understand for those of us

who are dreadful at math.
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